Abstract. The aim of this paper is to propose a non-involute face gear drive named cosine face gear drive. The cosine face gear drive comprises a cosine pinion and a cosine face gear. The cosine pinion is generated by a cosine rack. The cosine face gear is generated by the cosine pinion. The tooth faces of cosine pinion and cosine face gear are a pair of line-conjugate tooth surfaces. The mathematical models of the tooth faces of cosine pinion and cosine face gear have been created according to the coordinate transformation theory and the theory of gearing. The condition of undercutting for the tooth face of cosine face gear is also created according to the theory of conjugate tooth surfaces. A numerical example of cosine face gear drive has been proposed to verify the mathematical models. The undercutting and pointing problems for cosine face gear can be eliminated by limiting the inner and outer radii of cosine face gear. Compared with the involute face gear drive, the cosine face gear drive has a smaller number of teeth for pinion. Therefore, under the conditions of same gear module and gear ratio, the size of cosine face gear drive is smaller than that of involute face gear drive.
Introduction
Face gear drive, comprising a cylindrical pinion and a face gear, was found to have an important application in helicopter transmissions because face gear drive can split torque and reduce weight [1] . Similar to bevel gear drive, face gear drive transmits rotation and torque between non-parallel shafts. Although much literature has addressed face gear drives [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , no literature was found to address non-involute face gear drive. An involute face gear drive has an involute pinion. A non-involute face gear drive has a non-involute pinion. It is difficult to reduce the number of teeth for an involute pinion owing to undercutting problem. Lee [8] applied cosine rack to propose the cosine gear drive. The minimum number of teeth of non-undercutting for cosine gear is smaller than that for involute gear. In this paper, the cosine gear proposed by Lee [8] is introduced into the non-involute face gear drive. The non-involute face gear drive is named cosine face gear drive since its pinion is a cosine pinion. The cosine pinion is generated by a cosine rack. This paper is arranged as follows. Firstly, the mathematical model of tooth face of cosine rack is created. Secondly, according to coordinate transformation theory and the theory of gearing, the mathematical model of tooth face of cosine pinion is generated. Thirdly, the mathematical model of tooth face of cosine face gear is generated. Finally, according to the theory of conjugate tooth surfaces, the condition of undercutting for the tooth face of cosine face gear is developed. A numerical example is illustrated to verify the mathematical models proposed in this paper. The 3D solid model of the example is created. By limiting the dimensions of cosine face gear, undercutting and pointing problems of tooth face of cosine face gear are eliminated.
The Mathematical Model of Tooth Face of Cosine Pinion
The cosine face gear drive proposed herein is composed of a cosine pinion and a cosine face gear. The cosine face gear is named so because it is generated by the cosine pinion. The cosine pinion is named so because it is generated by the cosine rack as shown in Figure 1 S o x y z is applied to connect rigidly to the cosine rack. The tooth face of cosine rack is denoted by r  . The mathematical model of r  can be represented as follows:
(1) Figure 1 . The cosine rack used to generate cosine pinion. 
According to the theory of gearing [9] , the necessary condition for the existence of envelope to   r  is the following equation of meshing.
With Eq. (3), p  can be represented by the function as follows: 
The Mathematical Model of Tooth Face of Cosine Face Gear
The tooth face of cosine face gear is denoted by g  . To generate the mathematical model of g  , the coordinate system ( ; , , )
S o x y z is applied to connect rigidly to the cosine face gear as shown in According to the theory of gearing [9] , the necessary condition for the existence of envelope to   p  is the following equation of meshing.
With Eq. (7), v can be represented by the function as follows:
Summary
A new non-involute face gear drive which is named cosine face gear drive has been proposed in this paper. The cosine face gear drive is composed of a cosine pinion and a cosine face gear. The cosine face gear is generated by the cosine pinion which is generated by a cosine rack. Based on the coordinate transformation theory and the theory of gearing, the mathematical models of tooth faces of the cosine pinion and the cosine face gear have been developed. Based on the theory of conjugate tooth surfaces, the condition of undercutting for the tooth face of cosine face gear has also been created. A numerical example has been proposed to verify the mathematical models. Compared with the involute face gear drive, the cosine face gear drive has a smaller number of teeth for pinion. Under the conditions of same gear ratio and gear module, the size of cosine face gear drive can be smaller than that of involute face gear drive. In other words, the size of gear box can be reduced. It must be emphasized that the tooth face of cosine pinion and the tooth face of face gear are a pair of line-contact conjugate surfaces. Therefore, the cosine face gear drive proposed herein is very sensitive to errors of misalignments. In the future study, the geometry of the cosine face gear drive needs to be modified to acquire localized bearing contact and predesigned second or fourth order functions of transmission errors.
